Abstract
Introduction
Intensity images are of limited use in terms of estimation of surfaces, as pixel values are related to surface geometry only indirectly. Computer vision applications increasingly use range image data instead of, or in conjunction with, intensity image data [2] , thus providing a concept of object distance [10] . Range images encode the position of surface directly, enabling the shape of an object to be computed reasonably easily [6] . Range images are a special class of digital images in which each pixel value expresses the distance between a known reference frame and a visible point in the scene. Therefore, a range image approximately reproduces the 3D structure of a scene [1] . Range images are also referred to as depth images, depth maps, xyz maps, surface profiles and 2.5 D images [6] . Among the research that has focussed on segmentation of range image data through feature extraction are [3, 8 9] The problem of edge detection when using range images is significantly different from that when using intensity images. There are two issues to consider when dealing with range data: the locational distribution of the data and the definition of an edge in a range image. We firstly overcome the data distribution problem by generating gradient operators that are shape adaptive, and hence can be applied directly to irregularly distributed data. With respect to defining an edge in a range image, this differs significantly from the case of an intensity image. Generally, in an intensity image, a change in intensity indicates an edge, the significance of which is determined by the gradient of the change. However, in a range image, a continuous change in range data implies an object surface, and hence an edge is signified by a change in gradient where two object surfaces meet. In range image data, there are three categories of edge to be extracted: jump edges, crease edges and smooth edges. Jump edges are found where range values are discontinuous, such as when one object occludes another. Crease edges occur where two surfaces meet; these can be two surfaces of positive gradient, two surfaces of negative gradient or when a special instance of a crease edge (know as a roof edge) occurs at a local extremum. A third edge type found in range images is the smooth edge, which is identified by continuity of the surface but discontinuity of the curvature. This particular type of edge is most difficult to detect, as, like the roof edge, it does not correspond to rapid range variation. Most edge detection techniques for range image data do not attempt to extract smooth edges; with the exception of [3] most other known techniques distinguish only between jump and crease edges. This paper presents a shape adaptive gradient operator that can be directly applied to range data without any pre-processing for the purpose of detecting jump and crease edges. An overview of the range image representation is presented in Section 2, with Section 3 describing the finite element framework employed. A brief overview of the 3 3 × shape adaptive gradient operator implementation is described in Section 4. In Section 5 we demonstrate how the output differs from that achieved using an intensity image and hence illustrate how to determine features in range images using gradient operators; comparative results using the gradient operators are presented. Section 6 demonstrates how the synthetic irregularly distributed range images for each edge type were created, with a discussion of evaluation in Section 7.
Range Image Representation
We consider a range image to be represented by a spatially irregular sample of values of a continuous function u(x,y) of depth value on a domain Ω . Our operator design procedure is then based on the use of a quadrilateral mesh as illustrated in Figure 1 
Finite Element Framework
We formulate image operators that correspond to weak forms of operators in the finite element method [4, 5] . Operators used for smoothing may be based simply on a weak form of the image function, for which it is assumed that the image function ) , ( y 
is finite, where u ∇ is the
is the unit direction vector. In the finite element method a finite-dimensional subspace 1 H S h ⊂ is used for function approximation; in our design procedure the irregular image U is a function in h S , and h S is defined by the irregular quadrilateral mesh of elements and piecewise bilinear basis functions described in Section 2.
Since we are focusing on the development of operators that can explicitly embrace the concept of shape variability, our design procedure uses a finitedimensional test space
that explicitly embodies a size parameter σ that is determined by the local scatter point density. This generalisation allows sets of test functions ) , ( y x i σ ψ , i=1,…,N, to be used when defining irregular derivative based operators that can vary in size locally on neighbourhood and will naturally enable scalable operator to be developed in future work. Using such test functions, the first order functional is defined as:
For the test space 
Operator Implementation
We illustrate the approach applied to first derivative approximation using an irregular bilinear quadrilateral discretisation formed from a set of quadrilateral elements such as that illustrated in 
into the weak form 
These integrals need be computed only over the neighbourhood In practice, integration on ê is done numerically using a low-order Gauss quadrature rule, typically requiring just four quadrature points.
Construction of the operators on an irregular quadrilateral grid differs from that of image processing operators on a typically regular grid in that it is no longer appropriate to build explicitly an entire operator, as each operator throughout an irregular mesh may be different with respect to the operator neighbourhood shape. When using an irregular grid, we work on an element-by-element basis, taking advantage of the flexibility offered by the finite element method as a means of adaptively changing the irregular operator shape to encompass the data available in any local neighbourhood.
Thresholding
We demonstrate how thresholding differs when we apply gradient operators to range images, compared to applying such operators to intensity images. Typically with intensity images, after applying gradient operators, thresholding is applied by simply selecting an appropriate threshold value T, either empirically or scientifically, and all values that lie above T are considered as feature points. This is illustrated in Figure 4 , where if we considered the depth profile to be a sample profile from an intensity image, the slopes correspond to ramp edges, and maxima in the gradient output correspond to edges in an intensity image. However, if the depth profile is that of a range image, the same thresholding procedure does not provide edges when applied to the gradient output from a range image, but instead, surfaces. Therefore, in order to obtain range image edges, we must identify significant changes in the gradient output. By denoting the gradient magnitude as ) , ( Significant changes in gradient output are therefore used to identify object edges as illustrated by the results in Figure 6 , using original images in Figure 5 .
Jiang and Bunke [3] comment that most algorithms for processing range data are tested on a small number of real images and using only a single range scanner. We illustrate our technique using three real images, but taken by two different range scanners: Technical Arts scanner and OSU's Minolta 700 range scanner. The images captured using the Technical Arts scanner have regularly distributed data and those captured by the Minolta 700 range scanner have irregularly distributed data. 
Irregular Test Range Image Generation
In order to demonstrate the flexibility of the proposed gradient operator over a range of irregularly distributed range images, we generate a set of synthetic test images for each edge type. As previously discussed, we concern ourselves with two main edge types: jump and crease. Crease edges can be further defined as convex roof, concave roof, convex crease, and concave crease edges. Each of the edge subtypes to be considered is illustrated in Figure 7 , where the range images depth values, z , are defined by two planes, ) , ( . Such plane equations are subsequently used to create a regularly distributed range image for each edge type. The ability to detect each edge type provides evidence that most features in a range image are being detected. and N defines the degree of irregular distribution, as illustrated in Figure 8 . Using these y x, co-ordinates, we have created a set of synthetic irregularly distributed range images for each edge type.
Evaluation
We compare our proposed technique with that of Jiang et al. [3] . In Figure 9 we show results using the Figure of Merit evaluation technique [7] for a vertical edge within a range image using varying degrees of irregularity as described along the x-axis of each graph. The Figure of Merit is computed at each threshold value of the proposed technique, and the optimal value selected; similarly, it is computed over all possible Figure 9 clearly demonstrates that the proposed technique becomes superior for higher degrees of irregularity of distribution than the scan line technique [3] . In fact, the scan line approach does not achieves a Figure of Merit value of 1 for any edge sub type, even on a perfectly regularly grid and hence does exactly locate an edge under any circumstances. To demonstrate that the proposed technique can also be applied in practical situations the Figure of Merit was computed, in a similar manner as previously described, for each edge type using regularly distributed data with varying signal-to-noise ratios. These signal-to-noise ratios where chosen to be 1, 5,10,20,50 and 100. The results are shown in Figure 10 and these clearly demonstrate that the proposed technique is better than the scan line technique [3] over a range of signal-to-noise ratios. Again, the scan line approach does not achieves a Figure of Merit value of 1 for any edge sub type, even on a noise free image
Summary and Future work
We have presented a shape adaptive 3 3 × gradient operator that can be used directly on range image data without the need for any image pre-processing. Current results are promising when compared with the scan line approach of Jiang et al. [3] . Future work will involve generating irregular quadrilateral operators of varying size, not just 3 3 × , to enable multi-scale feature extraction. 
